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Subnanometer structure of an enveloped virus fusion
complex on viral surface reveals new entry mechanisms
Tara C. Marcink1,2*, Gillian Zipursky1,2, Wenjing Cheng1,2, Kyle Stearns1,2, Shari Stenglein1,2,
Kate Golub1,2, Frances Cohen1,2, Francesca Bovier1,2, Daniel Pfalmer3, Alexander L. Greninger3,4,
Matteo Porotto1,2,5*, Amedee des Georges6,7,8*, Anne Moscona1,2,9,10*

Paramyxoviruses—including important pathogens like parainfluenza, measles, and Nipah viruses—use a recep-
tor binding protein [hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) for parainfluenza] and a fusion protein (F), acting in a
complex, to enter cells. We use cryo–electron tomography to visualize the fusion complex of human parainflu-
enza virus 3 (HN/F) on the surface of authentic clinical viruses at a subnanometer resolution sufficient to answer
mechanistic questions. An HN loop inserts in a pocket on F, showing how the fusion complex remains in a ready
but quiescent state until activation. The globular HN heads are rotated with respect to each other: one down-
ward to contact F, and the other upward to grapple cellular receptors, demonstrating how HN/F performs dis-
tinct steps before F activation. This depiction of viral fusion illuminates potentially druggable targets for
paramyxoviruses and sheds light on fusion processes that underpin wide-ranging biological processes but
have not been visualized in situ or at the present resolution.
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INTRODUCTION
Enveloped viruses have evolved surface glycoprotein complexes that
mediate fusion of their envelopes with their target cell and deliver
the viral genome into the target cell cytoplasm. For the family Para-
myxoviridae, which includes a broad swath of human pathogens,
this complex consists of two membrane proteins that cooperate to
mediate binding and cell entry (1). It has become clear that, for all
these viruses—whether the receptor binding proteins bind sialic
acid moieties, like parainfluenza virus, or proteinaceous receptors,
like measles or Nipah viruses—upon receptor engagement, the re-
ceptor binding protein triggers the fusion protein to activate fusion
and viral entry.

For human parainfluenza virus 3 (HPIV3), the fusion/entry ap-
paratus consists of the receptor binding protein hemagglutinin-
neuraminidase (HN) in complex with the fusion protein (F). The
series of cooperative steps that mediate entry have been elucidated
since it was first demonstrated, using HPIV3 as the prototype,
which for most Paramyxoviridae virus–induced membrane fusion
requires active participation of both HN (or H or G, depending
on the virus) and F (2–7). F is synthesized as a metastable propro-
tein in its prefusion state (8–10). HN stabilizes the F protein before

receptor is engaged to prevent viral inactivation (5). Once host cell
receptors have been engaged, HN switches to new roles: The HN
stalk communicates with two sites in the HN head, thereby activat-
ing the trimeric fusion (F) protein, inducing a conformational
change in F that allows for its insertion into the host cell membrane
(3, 8, 11–13). F extends to insert into the target cell membrane and
refolds to mediate virus-cell fusion and viral entry (3, 4, 6, 11, 14). A
notable challenge to understanding these processes has been the
lack of structural information about the intact receptor binding
protein—fusion protein complex present in the viral membrane
surface of authentic viruses. The structures of the HN/F complex
of circulating HPIV3 [clinical isolates (CIs)] in situ on the viral
surface membrane before receptor engagement, presented here,
begin to reveal exactly how these two molecules carry out this
precise program in sequence.

Structures of the soluble portion of individual paramyxovirus
HN (or H or G) and F proteins have provided clues to the function
of this HN/F fusion complex and led to conflicting models for the
mechanism of action of the paramyxovirus fusion complex during
entry (8, 15–18), but the models agree that HN, upon receptor en-
gagement, triggers the metastable, prefusion F to undergo the series
of structural transitions that result in fusion of the viral and cellular
membranes (1). Crystal structures of the soluble domains of recep-
tor binding proteins are available for measles H; Nipah virus,
Hendra virus, and respiratory syncytial virus G; and HPIV3,
HPIV1, PIV5, and Newcastle disease virus (NDV) HNs and for
the same viruses’ fusion (F) proteins (6, 19–24). The type II receptor
binding membrane proteins (HN for HPIV3) contain an N-termi-
nal cytoplasmic domain, a membrane-spanning region, a stalk
region, and a globular head. The four activities of HPIV3 HN—sta-
bilization of prefusion F, receptor binding, F triggering, and recep-
tor cleaving—are regulated precisely depending on the stage of viral
entry or egress. The stalk confers specificity for the homologous F in
the fusion activation process (3, 11, 25–28). HN’s primary binding
site, which has both receptor binding and receptor cleaving (neur-
aminidase) activities (primary sialic acid-binding site I; “site I”), is
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located on the globular head for HPIV3 (and other paramyxovirus-
es for which structural information is available) (17, 19, 29).

The type I transmembrane F proteins are trimers with shorter
stalks than those of HN and large globular heads (10, 30). While
the HPIV F protein is dissimilar in structure to other class I viral
fusion proteins, it shares with others—including severe acute respi-
ratory syndrome coronavirus disease 2 spike (S) (31), Ebola virus
glycoprotein (GP) (32), influenza hemagglutinin (HA) (33), and
HIV Env (34)—the strategy for membrane fusion, which entails re-
orientation from a small prefusion state to an extended intermediate
state after activation. In the prefusion state, the F is in a metastable
prefusion conformation and, for all fusion-entering viruses, must be
maintained in this preactive state by some means. The structure of
HPIV3 prefusion F was solved by cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-
EM) with the aid of mutations that stabilize the prefusion state and
complexed with a prefusion-specific neutralizing antibody (PIA174
Ab) that binds the apex of the prefusion F trimer at antigenic site Ø
(10, 35). These structures of soluble domains provide information
on the general structure of individual glycoproteins, although do
not indicate how these glycoproteins interact in a complex on the
viral surface.

The HN/F complex first retains F in its prefusion state and then,
only upon receptor engagement, responds by effecting major struc-
tural transitions. We previously showed that, on viral surfaces, HN
and F were colocalized before receptor engagement (14). Cryo–elec-
tron tomography (cryo-ET) showed that HN was present in a
canopy over the prefusion F in close association with F (1, 7). In
virions that were examined without disruptive purification steps,
this HN canopy extends across the entirety of the virus’ surface,
closely associated with prefusion F in the absence of target cell re-
ceptors and resting above F in what appears to be a possible mech-
anism for protecting F from activation (7). The mechanism by
which HN protects F from activation and triggers its release upon
receptor binding is unknown. To investigate these mechanisms key
to virus entry into the host, we used cryo-ET to obtain the subnan-
ometer resolution of the HN/F complexes of CIs of HPIV3 on the
virus’ surface. These human viruses bear HN/F fusion complexes
that are suited to the natural environment and differ significantly
in function from viruses that have been used until recently for bio-
logical or structural studies (12, 13). The structure reveals the mo-
lecular details of the interaction between prefusion F and HN
globular heads as well as a novel conformation of HN
dimeric heads.

At the resolution that we obtained, HN is present as a dimer on
the intact virus surface and is not a tetramer (or dimer of dimers) as
has been proposed for other paramyxoviruses (7). One of the glob-
ular heads of the HN dimer caps the apex of prefusion F and extends
a loop downward to contact a pocket within F, at a site overlapping
the epitope of the prefusion specific fusion-neutralizing monoclo-
nal antibody PIA174. This F-engaged HN loop structure is highly
conserved across paramyxoviruses andmay be a general mechanism
for maintaining the fusion/entry complex’s stability and ensuring
that activation of fusion occurs only at the right time and location.
The other HN globular head in the dimer, distal to F, is positioned
with site I exposed above the complex, pointing upward toward a
putative receptor. This suggests that, in each HN dimer, the heads
are arranged asymmetrically, with one protomer’s binding site
available to bind the sialic acid receptor, while the other protomer
interacts with and stabilizes the prefusion form of F. The structure

reported here suggests the potential for rotational flexibility
between the protomeric heads of HN around the HN dimer inter-
face that, together with mutational data about the HN dimer inter-
face, intimates a previously unknown step in activation of F. This
structure of an authentic preactivation HN/F complex reveals an
unexpected organization of the glycoproteins and essential interac-
tions between HN and F in the prefusion state of the entry complex
on the viral surface and suggests general principles for fusion com-
plexes that need to pack several distinct essential functions into one
or two viral surface proteins.

RESULTS
Subnanometer resolution of HPIV3 fusion/entry complex
on the surface of clinical isolate virions
Circulating HPIV3 viruses that cause human disease bear HN/F
fusion complexes that differ significantly from the complexes
from laboratory-adapted strains previously used to study function
and structure. The HPIV3 CIs have HN/F pairs that are poorly
suited to infect cultured cells, and culture-adaptive mutations
occur that alter the behavior of these complexes (6, 12, 13, 36,
37). In particular, the dimer interface between the HN globular
heads is key in modulating fusion activation and is prone to
evolve under the selective pressure of distinct infection environ-
ments (6, 12, 13, 36). To correlate structure with function of the au-
thentic entry apparatus, we use CI viruses captured directly from
human airway epithelial tissue culture, or engineered viruses
based on the CI genome, for cryo-ET structural study of authentic
HN/F complexes. The viruses captured directly on grids without
high-speed centrifugation or other disruptive steps bear intact
lipid bilayers and complexes composed of prefusion F adjacent to
and below HN molecules, with the globular heads of the HN pro-
tomers positioned above F (Fig. 1A) (7).

HN and F cover the entire intact viral surface (Fig. 1A) and were
used for subtomogram averaging; final subtomogram averages in-
cluded only those HN and F pairs from multiple viruses with the
highest cross correlation (i.e., best fit) compared to the reference
structure (Fig. 1, B to I; figs. S1 to S3; and movies S1 and S2). To
maximize the resolution of our subtomogram averages, we used a
tailored processing pipeline that includes adaptation of single-par-
ticle strategies [Warp/M; (38)] that optimize frame and tilt align-
ment parameters at the level of each particle, so that we generated
subtomograms from particles extracted directly from the tilt series
rather than from the full tomograms (fig. S2 and the materials and
methods section) and obtained subtomogram averages of the HN/F
complex at an overall resolution of 10.2 Å. Further refinement that
focused on the HN or F globular heads yielded subtomogram aver-
ages at resolutions of 8.5 and 9.3 Å, respectively (Fig. 1, C to G; and
fig. S3, A to E). The model derived from the cryo-EM structure of
the soluble portion of F [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID: 6MJZ; (10)]
was fit into the final density (Fig. 1, F to G, and movie S2). The
model of individual HN protomer heads, which were derived
from the crystal structure of the soluble portion of the HN dimer
[PDB ID: 4MZA; (6)], was also fit into the final density with a
model-to-map Fourier shell correlation (FSC) of 9.0 Å (Fig. 1, F
and G; fig. S3, F to I; and movie S2). The fit-to-map cross-correla-
tion values were better for the individually fit HN globular head
protomers (0.86) (fig. S3H) than for the crystal structure of the
soluble HN dimeric globular heads (0.82) (fig. S3G) and showed
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Fig. 1. Subnanometer resolution of the HN/F viral fusion complex on the virus surface. (A) Representative central slice from a tomogram of an HPIV3 viral particle. (B)
X and Y projections from final subtomogram complex reconstruction using a tight mask around HN and F. (C) Fourier shell correlation (FSC) plots of the HN and F complex
with and without a mask and the individual HN- and F-focused refinements. Side views and top view of the final HN (green) and F (pink) reconstruction without (D and E)
and with (F andG) prefusion F [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID: 6MJZ] and HN (PDB ID: 4MZA)models fit into the density. Side view of the prefusion F apex region with clear α-
helical densities is shown in the inset. (G) HN and F each separately in top-down view with the models fit into the density. (H) Side view of the HN/F complex recon-
struction filtered to 20 Å and with prefusion F (PDB ID: 6MJZ) and HN (PDB ID: 4MZA) models fit into the density. The density threshold level was decreased to reveal the
viral membrane. (I) Full-length HN (greenmodel) and F (pinkmodel) derived from a combination of the soluble F structure (PDB ID: 6MJZ) and the AlphaFoldmodel of the
F trimer stalk region were fit into our final subvolumes. (J) Subtomogram-averaged volume of the glycoprotein organization on the viral surface (one of the five classes
from a particle classification is shown, revealing separated dimers; see also fig. S1 for additional classes). Scale bars, (A) 50 nm, (D) 5 nm, and (J) 10 nm.
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better fit in the density. The HN dimer heads extend 175 Å above
the viral membrane surface, above F (Fig. 1, H and I). We do not
observe the long α-helical HN stalk, most likely due to its flexibility.
Therefore, we modeled an extended HN dimer derived from Alpha-
Fold structure prediction software (39, 40) and fit this model into
our final subvolume, supporting the notion that the subtomograms
are compatible with the complex inserted into the viral mem-
brane (Fig. 1I).

At the final resolution, the head of one of the two HN protomers
is observed to interact with the apex of F (Fig. 1F). The side view
(Fig. 1F) reveals the orientation of HN in relation to F. One globular
head interacts with F, while the other is positioned distal to F and
does not interact with F. F’s structure is consistent with the previ-
ously solved cryo-EM structure of soluble prefusion F (10). α
Helices, while not completely resolved, can be seen in the stalk of
F in the density map and in the apex of F (fig. S3I); fig. S3I (far
right panel) shows the stalk separately as if viewed from above,
where the α helix resolution can be better observed. The F apex
appears rigid, as suggested by the high local resolution (fig. S3I).
Of note, much of the stalk region of F is resolved in this complex
without the need for stabilizing mutations to retain F in its prefu-
sion state as was required for the soluble fusion proteins of related
viruses (10, 41–43).

The densities that we observe on the intact virus surface are con-
sistent with HN forming a dimer, when resolved in its complex with
F (fig. S3H). We do not find evidence for a tetramer or dimer of
dimers. To better capture the ultrastructure of the HN canopy, we
performed subtomogram averaging and classification of a larger
area on the viral surface using a mask encompassing only the HN
canopy. Density maps from this classification (Fig. 1J and fig. S1C)
show the level of variability of the HN canopy and lack of defined
ultrastructure beyond the HN dimer. This view of the HN canopy
further supports that HN is present at the viral surface as dimers that
are separated from each other and does not show tetrameric-like
densities or evidence of stable interactions beyond the dimer.

Relationship between HN globular heads in the complex
In the HN/F complex, we observe that, in each HN dimer, the heads
are rotated with respect to each other, with one protomer’s binding
site well positioned to bind the sialic acid receptor, while the other
protomer is rotated to interact with and stabilize the prefusion form
of F. The globular head of one HN protomer—the protomer distal
to F—is positioned with its primary sialic acid–binding site (19)
exposed above the complex and pointing upward, in the direction
of a putative receptor (Fig. 2, A and E). The globular head of the HN
protomer proximal to F is rotated with respect to the other proto-
mer’s head (Fig. 2, A, C, and E), so that its primary sialic acid–
binding site near the protomer ’s center of mass (Fig. 2E, red
sphere) is facing orthogonally in relation to the viral membrane
in Fig. 2A. This suggests an organization where, in each HN
dimer, one protomer interacts with F, while the other is available
to bind the sialic acid receptor.

For the cryo-ET model, when the HN protomer head structures
are individually fit into the cryo-ET density as in Fig. 2A, the fit and
the axis of rotation (Z′) between the protomers is consistent with the
angle of the HN/F complex with respect to the viral membrane (90°
in the z direction, tilt of 5°) and fits into the density (Fig. 2C and fig.
S3H). However, if the dimeric head crystal structure complex is
aligned to the cryo-ET model proximal to F as in Fig. 2B, then

the fit and the axis of rotation (Z′) yields a tilt of 25° with respect
to an axis perpendicular to the viral membrane (Fig. 2B) and the
HN protomer distal to F does not fit into the density (Fig. 2D). In
the cryo-ET model, when looking down the Z′ axis of rotation
(Fig. 2E, purple bar), there is an angle of 156° between the two
HN protomers’ heads with respect to the Z′ axis. In contrast, in
the crystal structure model, this angle is 178° (Fig. 2F).

The smaller angle between the protomer heads with respect to
the Z′ axis in the cryo-ET structure compared to the crystal structure
results in a reduced number of residues (the buried surface area)
interacting with the opposing protomer at the dimer interface
(Fig. 2, G and H) and a longer distance between the centers of
mass of each protomer head (51 Å; Fig. 2E, red spheres) compared
to the crystal model (43 Å; Fig. 2F). The heads are in a more relaxed
configuration in the cryo-ETmodel, which we refer to as the “loose”
configuration, compared to the “tight” configuration suggested by
the crystal structure. A similar difference in HN dimer configura-
tion has been observed for NDV (17) with different crystallization
conditions; the low-pH structure shows a loose configuration [PDB
ID: 1E8U; (17)], while the high-pH configuration shows tight inter-
action between the heads [PDB ID: 1E8V; (17)] (fig. S4). Molecular
dynamic studies supported the notion that the HN heads can
assume these different conformations and rotate with respect to
each other (44).

The HN dimer interface is important for HN’s role in activating
F and is a key to transmission of the signal for fusion upon receptor
engagement (11–14, 36). In the crystal structure of the soluble
HPIV3 HN dimer, the heads of the protomers are in tight contact
at the secondary binding site that forms at the dimer interface and
that we have shown to play a role in activating F (6, 19, 45). We pre-
viously showed crystallographically that a mutation in the globular
head of HN (Q559R, a residue adjacent to the dimer interface but
not contacting the opposing protomer in the dimer interface)
relaxes the HN dimer interface in the crystal structure, with a
reduced number of residues interacting with the opposing protomer
at the dimer interface, and showed that this mutation decreases HN/
F interaction (6). This mutation also decreases fusion activation (6,
11–13, 36). Several other dimer-interface mutations in HN [HN
N551D andHNH552Q; (11)] decrease HN’s capacity for stabilizing
prefusion F and also enhance HN’s activation of F. These residues
are within the HN dimer interface in both the crystal structure and
the cryo-ET structure (Fig. 2, G and H). The dimer interface region
near residue H552, a residue that we know to be critical for receptor
binding and F activation (11–14), closely resembles the crystal struc-
ture (Fig. 2, G and H) and is the region of the interface with least
divergence between the soluble crystal structure and our subtomo-
gram average in the complex (Fig. 2, G and H). The difference in the
angle between the protomer heads in the cryo-ET conformation and
the crystal conformation, which alters the residues interacting with
the opposing protomer at the dimer interface, raises the possibility
that there is freedom of movement between the HN proto-
mer heads.

Relationship between HN and F in the complex
The globular head of the HN protomer directly above F, positioned
as shown in the full-length cryo-ET AlphaFold-derived model of
HN + F fit into the cryo-ET density (Fig. 3A), contains a loop com-
posed of residues 386 to 392 that extends downward to engage with
residues 188 to 196 at the apex of the F trimer. In Fig. 3B, this
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interaction is placed into the cryo-ET density, and in Fig. 3C, the
corresponding cartoon is shown. This 386 to 392 HN loop nestles
in the space formed between the protomers of the F trimer, occu-
pying a hydrophobic pocket at the F apex (Fig. 3D). The interaction
creates a “thumb-finger” motif in HN facing the F apex, where the
“thumb” is the 386 to 392 HN loop, and the “finger” is a β sheet and
second loop comprising HN residues 294 to 300 (Fig. 3, B and C).
Within the HN loop, residues K386, L388, S390, and V391 appear to
contact residues in F (Fig. 3E). Additional density observed at the

location of glycosylated residue N308 of HN is tentatively attributed
to the sugar and extends toward F, suggesting that the sugar may
also interact with the apex of F (Fig. 3F). Figure 3G shows schemati-
cally how the HN protomer appears to cap F with these three
contact points.

Fig. 2. Interactions between HN protomer heads observed in cryo-ET reconstructions compared with the crystal structure of soluble HN dimer. (A) Full-length
cryo-ETAlphaFold model of HN + F. Dashed box: HN protomers individually fit into cryo-ET density. (B) Crystal structure model of dimeric HN (PDB ID: 4MZA) fit into cryo-
ET density. Axis of rotation around HN (Z′; purple dashed lines) plotted in relation to viral membrane. When compared to the z axis of viral membrane (gray cube), axis of
rotation around HN is tilted 5° for the cryo-ETmodel (A) and 25° for the crystal structuremodel (B) (purple cubes). (C) Zoomed-in side, top views of individual HN protomer
heads from crystal structure (green) fit into cryo-ET density. (D) Zoomed-in side, top views of HN dimer heads from crystal structure (gray) placed into cryo-ET density by
fitting only proximal HN protomer head. (E) Cryo-ET model has 156° between HN protomer heads with respect to the Z′ axis (purple bar) and 51 Å between the HN
protomer centers (red spheres). (F) Crystal structure model has 178° between the two HN protomers’ heads with respect to the Z′ axis (purple bar) and 43 Å between the
centers. (G and H) Peeling opens the HN dimer for each model so that the interfaces face out. Surfaces that contact the opposing protomer in the cryo-ET model are red
(G). Buried surface area in the cryo-ET structure (red) is less than the buried surface area in the crystal structure (H). Scale bars (A to D), 5 nm.
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Parallel relationship between the receptor binding and
fusion protein in other paramyxoviruses
The related paramyxoviruses measles virus and Nipah virus have a
HA (H) and G protein, respectively, as receptor binding proteins,
and there is no sequence conservation in this domain of the receptor
binding proteins. However, overlay of the HPIV3 HN globular
heads density with those of measles virus H and Nipah virus G
shows notable conservation of structure in this thumb-finger
motif (Fig. 3, H to J). Despite marked variability in the amino
acid sequences of these loops among these viruses (which also in-
cludes Hendra virus G, NDV HN, and PIV5 HN; fig. S5A), the

overlay of each structure points to the structural conservation of
this loop and of its relationship to F (fig. S5B).

Prefusion F Fab antibody and HN bind the same region at
the apex of F
An anti–F-neutralizing antibody that inhibits infection (PIA174)
binds to the apex of F at the same site as HN in the HN/F
complex (10). The structure of the HPIV3-neutralizing Fab anti-
body (PIA174) complexed with the stabilized soluble region of pre-
fusion F was solved by cryo-EM (10). The Fab fragment bound to
the apex of F at antigenic site Ø (Fig. 4A). The site on F bound by the

Fig. 3. Loop motif of the HN protomeric head interacting with the apex of F. (A) Full-length cryo-ET AlphaFold-derived model of HN + F fit into the cryo-ET density.
The dashed box indicates the HN/F interaction region under discussion. (B) Zoomed-in view of the final reconstruction focused on the HN/F interaction. (C) Models of HN
(green) and F (pink) fit into the density of (A) with the HN loop interacting with the apex of F. (D) Electrostatic potential of the HN/F interaction region under discussion. (E)
Individual residues of HN and F (spheres) that are in close interaction with each other at the F apex. (F) Density corresponding to an N-linked glycosylation site that is
involved with the HN/F interaction region. The model has one hydrogen bond between the apex of F and the sugar molecule on HN . (G) Schematic side views of the
thumb-finger motif that appears to position the HN protomer above F. (H to J) Overlay of measles H (yellow) and Nipah G (red) on the HPIV3 HN protomer (green) with
comparison showing the similarities in receptor binding site 1 (H) along with the thumb finger motif (I and J).
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PIA174 Fab in this structure precisely overlaps the domain bound
by the 386 to 392 HN loop (Fig. 4, B to C, and movie S3). Unexpect-
edly, the Fab antibody fragment contains a very similar thumb-
finger motif facing the apex of F as observed in the HN loop,
evident in the overlay of the neutralizing Fab antibody atomic
surface with the cryo-ET model of HN and F (Fig. 4, A to C).

To assess functional overlap between the sites bound by HN and
the neutralizing Fab, we added the PIA174 Fab to viruses before vit-
rification and imaged the resulting sample by cryo-ET. The surface
organization of HN and F was altered by the PIA174 Fab with
missing surface glycoprotein densities (Fig. 4, D and E, orange
arrows) and evidence of F glycoprotein present alone (Fig. 4, D

Fig. 4. Anti–F-neutralizing antibody and HN both bind at the apex of prefusion F. (A) Cryo-EM structure of soluble prefusion F (pink) bound to anti–F-neutralizing
PIA174 Fab (blue) (PDB ID: 6MJZ). (B and C) Overlay of PIA174 Fab surface (blue) with (B) and without (C) the surface from the cryo-ET model with Fab (blue), HN (green),
and F (pink). (D and E) Disruption of viral surface by PIA174 Fab showing regions of viral surfacewith no density (orange arrows) or F only without HN (pink arrows). (F and
G) Subtomogram averagewithout (F) and with (G) the fit of the PIA174 Fab cryo-EM structure. (H) X and Y projection slices from subtomogram reconstruction of selected
particles on the viral surface containing PIA174 bound to prefusion F. (I) Plots of FSCs from the final subvolume of the PIA174 Fab bound to F complex with masked and
unmasked resolution at the 0.143-Å cutoff value. (J and K) Schematic (J) of assay for PIA174 Fab stabilization of prefusion F (heat temperature–mediated activation of F at
55°C) in the absence of HN. (K) Percent cells with prefusion F after varying incubation durations at 55°C with prefusion-specific PIA174 Fab, normalized to F alone and
incubated with Fab at 4°C. ***P ≤ 0.001 by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Sidak’s post hoc test. (L) Schematic of competition between HN and PIA174. (M)
Proportion of PIA174 Fab binding to cells expressing F alone (pink bar) or F + HN (green bar) in presence versus absence of DTSSP. Data are means ± SE from three
separate experiments. **P ≤ 0.01 by unpaired two-tailed t test. Scale bars, (D and E) 50 and (F) 10 nm.
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and E, pink arrows), suggesting a disruption of the HN/F complex
(Fig. 4, D and E, and fig. S6). Subtomogram averaging of the viral
surface on a subset of particles from six of these tomograms reveals
prefusion F bound to PIA174 Fab at a 16-Å resolution (Fig. 4, F to I,
and figs. S2B and S6). The published soluble cryo-EM structure of
PIA174-F complex (PDB ID: 6MJZ) (10) fits closely into our sub-
tomogram average density (Fig. 4, F and G; fig. S6C; and movie S4).

To determine whether the PIA174 Fab stabilizes prefusion F and
prevents heat temperature–mediated activation of F at 55°C in the
absence of HN (5) (schematic in Fig. 4J), cells expressing F in the
presence or absence of the PIA174 Fab were incubated at 55°C for
varying times. Without PIA174, the proportion of F in its prefusion
state rapidly decreases, as all the prefusion F is activated by temper-
ature (Fig. 4K, pink line). However, in the presence of PIA174 added
before the onset of heat, Fmaintains its prefusion state (Fig. 4K, blue
line). This observation that PIA174 stabilizes the prefusion F holds
when the same experiment is performed with a conformation-spe-
cific Ab that recognizes postfusion F (monoclonal antibody PA3/
F4) (fig. S7) (46).

To obtain functional evidence for an overlapping binding
domain on prefusion F for HN and PIA174 Fab, we determined
whether HN can mask the epitope of the PIA174 Fab binding site
in HN/F complexes on the cell surface (schematic in Fig. 4L). Cells
expressing F alone or HN/F were either pretreated or not treated
with the cross-linker 3,3'-Dithiobis(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate
(DTSSP) and then incubated with PIA174 Fab. PIA174 Fab
binding was quantitated (Fig. 4M, bars show proportion of Fab
binding after compared to before cross-linking). Fab antibody
binding to prefusion F was similar in the absence or presence of
DTSSP, as expected (pink bar). However, Fab antibody binding to
DTSSP-pretreated prefusion F and HN was decreased, suggesting
that HN cross-linked with F masks the PIA174 Fab antibody
binding site (green bar).

Alterations at key HN/F interface probed with neutralizing
anti-F antibody
To examine the functional consequences of the overlapping binding
epitopes of HN and PIA174 on F, we used specific mutations
derived from both structural and functional information. We con-
ducted a viral evolution experiment using the selective pressure of
growth of virus in the presence of increasing concentrations of Ab
PIA174. Two particularly salient mutations arose in Ab escape
variant (fig. S8); F-A194T at the F apex at the interface between F
and Ab PIA174 and HN-H552Q at the HN dimer interface with en-
hanced F activation properties (6, 11, 13, 14). The resulting virus
was no longer neutralized by Ab PIA174 even at the highest concen-
trations (Fig. 5A). In expressed F, the A194T mutation decreases
PIA174 antibody binding (Fig. 5B). In silico modeling of the F-
A194T in the soluble cryo-EM structure shows that the bulkier thre-
onine (T) residue in this pocket may produce steric clash with the
Ab loop at this site (Fig. 5, C to E). To evaluate the effect of A194T
on Ab-mediated inhibition of fusion, we measured inhibition of F-
mediated fusion by PIA174 Ab in a quantitative cell-cell fusion
assay using (11) cells coexpressing F (parental and A194T) and
HN (parental) or influenza HA, which provides membrane tether-
ing via sialic acid receptor engagement but does not complex with,
or activate, F (Fig. 5, F and G) (5, 14). The parental F, when paired
with either HN (green triangles) or HA (red triangles) was inhibited
by PIA174 Ab. The F-A194T when paired with either HN (orange

circles) or HA (purple circles) was resistant to inhibition by the
PIA174 Ab (Fig. 5H). The resistance to PIA174 Ab inhibition of
A194T F-mediated fusion (Fig. 5H) is less than the resistance to
the PIA174 Fab demonstrated by the escape variant virus bearing
the full complement of four escape mutations in HN and F (see
fig. S8).

We evaluated the impact of the A194T mutation in F on the
ability of F to be activated by heat or by HN, using an assay that
distinguishes between different states of F activation (11, 47). The
readout for F activation is fusion of red blood cells (RBCs) with
the F-expressing cells. Cells coexpressing F and HN or HA were
allowed to bind to their sialic acid receptors on RBCs at 4°C and
transferred to a range of temperatures to permit F activation. At
each temperature, we measured the percentage of target RBCs
that were either released into the medium (blue circles), bound
but had not fused, indicating that they were either bound by HN/
HA (red square) or had undergone fusion (green triangle). The F
A194T is more readily triggered by heat compared to the parental
F (Fig. 5, I and J; compare 50% fusion temperature for HA + F
A194T indicated by orange dotted line to 50% fusion temperature
for HA + parental F indicated by pink solid line). The F A194T is
less readily activated in the presence of HN (Fig. 5, K and L;
compare 50% fusion temperature for HN+ F A194T indicated by
orange dashed line to 50% fusion temperature for HN + parental
F indicated by pink dashed line), suggesting that the HN/F interac-
tion has been perturbed. The findings that viral evolution under se-
lective pressure of PIA174 Ab led to a mutation at the precise site
that we predict to be the site of HN/F interaction and that this mu-
tation alters both PIA174 Ab binding and HN’s activation of F
support the notion that this HN/F interaction site represents an im-
portant interface between HN and F and functionally overlaps with
the site of PIA174-neutralizing antibody binding. Together, the
results in Figs. 4 and 5 suggest that the neutralizing Ab PIA174 in-
hibits fusion by stabilizing the prefusion state of F and competing
with HN and thereby inhibiting F activation.

DISCUSSION
The family Paramyxoviridae includes important pathogens like
parainfluenza virus, measles virus, and Nipah virus, all of which
use a receptor binding protein and fusion protein, acting in
concert in a complex, to enter cells. In the general principle that
has emerged for this family of viruses, upon receptor engagement,
the receptor binding protein activates the fusion protein, triggering
membrane merger and entry. This general mechanism is true
whether the specific receptor binding proteins engage sialic acid
moieties, like parainfluenza, or proteinaceous receptors, like
measles or Nipah viruses. The paramyxovirus fusion machinery
(HN/H/G and F) has been studied in cell biological assays (4, 11,
47, 48) or biochemical settings (5, 6, 14, 49, 50) but never as a func-
tional complex on authentic virions. Very few high-resolution (<10-
Å) surface glycoprotein structures of enveloped viral glycoproteins
have been solved (51–55), and no structures of asymmetric viral
fusion complexes in situ have previously been solved by subtomo-
graphic averaging at high resolution. Key questions about the mech-
anism of this complex could not be answered without high-
resolution structural information. To understand how the two pro-
teins of the fusion complex work together in amolecular machine to
accomplish entry, we designed approaches to study the intact
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HPIV3 HN/F complex stably inserted into the viral envelope on the
surface of an authentic infectious virion. Here, we examined the
state of this complex before receptor engagement, when the prefu-
sion state must be retained intact while the viral envelope is seeking
a target cell, provide direct evidence for interaction between the two
elements of the fusion complex, and reveal several mechanistic fea-
tures. We show that HN is present on the viral surface as a dimer,
not a tetramer or dimer of dimers, and that the globular heads of
each protomer in the HN dimer are rotated with respect to each
other, so that one HN head of the dimer is directed downward to
contact F, while the other HN head is positioned upward facing

above the complex, available to bind to target receptors. We show
how HN’s downward facing globular domain interacts with the
apex of F in a way that suggests a mechanism for stabilizing the pre-
fusion complex.

One of the globular heads of the HN dimer caps the apex of pre-
fusion F and extends a loop downward to interact with a pocket
within F. A mutation in this loop (G387S) emerged in patients
with persistent HPIV3 infections (13), pointing to the biological rel-
evance of this site of HN/F interaction; the HN loop mutation com-
pensated functionally for an HN dimer interface mutation that
accelerated viral fusion in this clinical virus. In HPIV3 strains that

Fig. 5. Alterations at key HN/F interface probed with neutralizing anti-F antibody. (A) The virus that arose under selective pressure of PIA174 Fab is resistant to entry
inhibition by PIA174 Fab. Inhibition was quantitated by plaque counting normalized to no treatment. (B) F-A194T is not recognized by PIA174 Ab on cells expressing F-
parental or F-A194T and treated with PIA174 Ab. (C to E) Top-down view of the soluble cryo-EM prefusion F structure (PDB ID: 6MJZ) for (C) F (pink surface), (D) F with
A194Tmutation (orange surface), and (E) F-A194Tmutation and PIA174 Fab loop (blue spheres). (F andG) Schematic of glycoprotein combinations used in the next set of
experiments: F + HN or F + influenza HA, which tethers via sialic acid receptor engagement but does not complex with, or activate, F, with or without PIA174 Ab. (H)
Inhibitory activity of PIA174 Ab in cell-cell fusion assay based on α complementation of β-galactosidase (β-Gal) where cell fusion leads to alpha-omega complementation.
Receptor-bearing cells coexpressing HN + F (green), HA + F (red), HN + F-A194T (orange), and HA + F-A194T (purple) were treated with PIA174 Ab (x axis). y axis, %
inhibition of fusion by of PIA174 Ab. (I and J) Activation of F by heat assessed at a range of temperatures without (I) or with (J) F-A194Tmutation. Readout for F activation is
fusion, binding, or release of red blood cells (RBCs) interacted with the F-expressing cells. (K and L) Activation of F by HNwas assessed at a range of temperatures without
(K) or with (L) F-A194T. Data are means ± SE from at least three separate experiments for (A), (B), and (H) to (L).
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emerged during the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic in South
Korea, a loop mutation was identified in HN (56), suggesting that
properties of the loop may confer some evolutionary advantage.
This loop structure, not sequence, is also highly conserved across
HN/H/G proteins of paramyxoviruses (Fig. 3, H to J, and fig. S5),
implying a general mechanism for maintaining the stability of the
prefusion F before receptor engagement (5). This remarkable struc-
ture suggests the possibility of engineering the F and HN (or G, H
for other paramyxoviruses or pneumoviruses) interaction to further
stabilize or lock the complex into its prefusion conformation. The
resultant stable preactivated fusion complex would likely be an ideal
antigen for viral vaccines, because antiviral protection likely re-
quires immunity to this preactivated state of the viral surface glyco-
protein (41, 57–59).

The HN globular head loop engages a site that overlaps with the
epitope of a neutralizing monoclonal antibody that specifically
binds the prefusion F, leading to our hypothesis that both the anti-
body’s neutralizing property and HN’s stabilizing property derive
from interaction at that particular site of F. The finding that the
anti–F-neutralizing antibody PIA174 blocks fusion even in the pres-
ence of HN suggests that it may displace HN from the F apex
(Fig. 5K), as also suggested by the findings that the asymmetric
PIA174 Fab antibody fragment inhibited fusion (Fig. 5K), disrupted
the HN/F complex (Fig. 4), and maintained stability in the presence
of heat (Fig. 4K). The cryo-EM structure of the PIA174/prefusion F
complex revealed asymmetric antibody binding to the apex of
HPIV3 F at a site known as antigenic site Ø (10, 35). Antibodies
that asymmetrically target a similar antigenic site Ø on the fusion
proteins of Ebola (GP), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (F), HIV-1
(GP120), and humanmetapneumovirus (HMPV) (F) were found to
have higher neutralization potencies compared to symmetrically
binding antibodies (60–63) and were found to stabilize the prefu-
sion state of the fusion proteins (41, 57, 60, 64, 65).

During HPIV3 evolution, under the selective pressure of the
anti–F-neutralizing antibody PIA174, two particularly salient mu-
tations emerged—one in F (A194T) at the HN/F loop interface, and
the other in HN (H552Q)—that affect the HN/F interaction and the
Ab-F interaction. The H552Q mutation in HN affects a residue that
we know from previous work to increase receptor avidity, increase
HN/F interaction, and increase activation of F (6, 11, 13, 14). This
mutation, like the A194T mutation in F that allows F to escape Ab
recognition and resist activation by HN (Fig. 5, A, B, and H), has
also emerged during persistent infection in humans (13). The
H552Q mutation in HN may have emerged under antibody selec-
tion to compensate for the perturbation of HN/F interaction at the F
apex by the F A194Tmutation, and this idea will be explored.While
the escape variant virus bearing the full complement of four escape
mutations in HN and F (fig. S8) is fully resistant to neutralization by
PIA174 Fab (Fig. 5A), the fusion mediated by F bearing just A194T
can be inhibited by the full Ab at high concentrations (Fig. 5H). The
difference between Fab and full antibody inhibition, and the contri-
butions of the other three mutations to antibody escape, will be sub-
jects of future study.

The second HN globular head in the dimer points upward so
that site I is exposed above the complex and ready to engage a re-
ceptor. This binding site is bifunctional and also has a neuramini-
dase-cleaving or sialidase activity, which is essential for release of
progeny virions. The orientation of the HN globular heads that
we observe suggests that, in the prereceptor-engaged complex,

only one head of the dimer can engage in receptor binding and sia-
lidase activity, while the other is occupied in stabilizing F. While it
remains possible that both protomers could bind to receptor moi-
eties, this configuration raises the possibility that upon receptor en-
gagement by one head, the other head is liberated from the F pocket
and undergoes a conformational shift.

The structure of the HN/F complex suggests a potential for ro-
tational flexibility between the protomeric heads of HN around the
HN dimer interface. Alternate conformations at the HN dimer in-
terface have been observed in crystal structures obtained from
soluble forms of HN for NDV (17) and PIV5 (20). In our viral evo-
lution experiments, mutations at these interface residues are ob-
served during persistent infection in vivo as well as under the
selective pressure of growth in culture. These HN dimer interfaces
differ from the interface of field strains and may mediate adaptation
to different fusion requirements (6, 11–13, 36, 47). The structural
data (Fig. 2) together with this finding of the HN dimer interface
hotspot imply a previously unknown step in activation of fusion in-
volving a conformational shift of the HN dimer heads. We hypoth-
esize that the protomer heads rotate upon receptor binding,
initiating a signal transferred from one protomer to the other. In
support of this notion, the recent cryo-EM structure of the
soluble portion of Nipah G suggested a reorientation of domains
upon receptor engagement (66). Molecular dynamic simulations
have shown large rotations between Nipah G protomers after
binding to receptor. Our hypothesis is that the axis of rotation
between HN heads that we observed (Fig. 2) may serve as a
“hinge,” permitting rotation of the HN protomer heads with
respect to each other and thereby initiating the activation of F
after receptor binding, via the F apex site. It is conceivable that re-
ceptor engagement provokes this shift of the dimer heads.

The stalk domain of HN is critical for F activation and deter-
mines viral specificity (3, 27, 28), and it is apparent that HN head
rotation could induce sliding of the stalk helices with respect to each
other. Our results raise the possibility that the specificity of receptor
binding protein stalk and fusion protein pairing serves the purpose
of providing the proper stalk height to position the receptor binding
protein’s F-interacting loop at the apex pocket. For paramyxovirus
fusion complexes that have been studied, once the receptor binding
protein stalk that corresponds to the viral F is provided in a chimeric
receptor binding protein, F activation and fusion can be triggered by
any one of the viral receptor binding protein globular heads (4, 47,
67). It seems feasible that the stalk requirement is related to posi-
tioning the head interaction correctly. In artificial fusion systems,
prefusion F can be induced to activate in the presence of a receptor
binding protein that either has no head or has a head positioned
high above F (68), and fusion can occur. Those findings confirm
that if F is stabilized in its prefusion conformation by engineering
or by other means, then it can then be artificially activated to fuse by
either a stalk or other stimulus [e.g., elevated temperature; (5)]. In
our viral evolution experiments under the selective pressure of
anti–F-neutralizing antibody PIA174 where HN/F interface muta-
tions emerged, a mutation in the HN stalk was also observed; future
studies mining these escape variant mutations may shed light on
HN stalk–F interaction. The requirements for function of the au-
thentic complex on viral surfaces can now be understood using
structure-function correlation in situ of infectious virions.

Several elements of these results reveal shared mechanisms
across paramyxoviruses. The structure of the HN loop that interacts
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with the apex of F is highly conserved across receptor binding pro-
teins of paramyxoviruses, suggesting a general mechanism for sta-
bilization of the prefusion complex (5). We have previously shown
that the heads of several paramyxovirus receptor binding proteins
can be swapped without affecting the F-activating properties of the
receptor binding protein or altering the function of the fusion
complex, if the F-complementing stalk is used (47, 67, 69). For
example, Nipah virus F is functional in a complex with a receptor
binding protein composed of the Nipah virus G stalk and an NDV
HN head (4, 67), measles virus F is functional in a complex with a
receptor binding protein composed of the measles H stalk and an
HPIV3 HN head (69, 70), and HPIV3 F can complex with and
mediate fusion when paired with an HPIV3 HN stalk and NDV
HN globular head (47), indicating that a shared mechanism oper-
ates across multiple paramyxovirus receptor binding protein heads.
Despite the complete lack of sequence homology between these viral
receptor binding proteins, the interaction between the downward
loop on the head of HN and the apex of F is a highly conserved
structure (Fig. 3, H to J, and fig. S5). The use of cryo-ET to
obtain subnanometer resolution of the HN/F complex of HPIV3
on the virus’ surface, the first such in situ structure of an asymmetric
viral fusion complex, reveals prefusion HN/F interactions that have
key implications for the mechanism of fusion. The HN/F loop-
pocket interface identified here could offer a new broad paramyxo-
virus antiviral target site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus growth and purification
Recombinant viruses were generated by reverse genetics as previ-
ously described using an HPIV3 CI-1-EGFP (enhanced green fluo-
rescent protein) background and a recombinant, clinically isolated
(CI-1) HPIV3 virus sequence containing an EGFP cassette between
genes P and M. Resulting viruses were propagated using the human
airway epithelial (HAE) EpiAirway AIR-100 system (MatTek Cor-
poration) and harvested in 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with
magnesium and calcium (MatTek Corporation). HAE supernatant
fluid was subsequently collected and clarified by low-speed centri-
fugation (1800 relative centrifugal force for 10 min at 4°C). Viruses
were titered by limiting dilution infection of Vero cells [the Amer-
ican Type Culture Collection (ATCC)], and infected cells were
quantified using an IN Cell Analyzer 2000. All recombinant
viruses were sequenced using metagenomic next-generation se-
quencing (mNGS) as previously described (71) before experimental
use.

Chemicals and antibodies
Zanamivir (Acme Bioscience) was dissolved in Opti-MEM at a con-
centration of 50 mM and stored at −80°C. Monoclonal anti-HPIV3
HN antibodies were custom elicited in rats (Aldevron) using eGFP-
HN complementary DNA, diluted in Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) to 100
μg/ml, and kept at 4°C. PIA174 antibody fragment (Fab) and full
antibody (Ab) were purchased from Creative Biolabs. PA3/F4 was
purified by Rockland Immunochemicals Inc. and was originally
generated as described in (46).

Cryo-ET preparation HN and F complex
Lacey carbon gold grids, containing a continuous layer of thin
carbon (Ted Pella), were plasma cleaned with Fischione M1070

NanoClean on 70% power for 20 s with a 25% oxygen and 75%
argon gas mixture. Eight-microliter drops, containing the anti-
HPIV3 HN antibody (100 μg/ml), were incubated on the grids for
10 min, and then, the grids were washed with DPBS to remove un-
absorbed antibodies. Next, grids were blotted and placed face down
in the HAE supernatant fluid, containing in a six-well plate. Plates
were incubated for 30 min at 4°C with rocking. For the prefusion F
Fab bound to prefusion F subtomogram averaging experiments,
grids were subjected to another 30-min incubation at 4°C with
rocking in the presence of a PIA174 Fab (10 μg/ml; Creative
Biolabs) concentration. After incubation in the supernatant fluid,
the grids were washed in cold DPBS 15 times. Grids were then
washed in a DPBS solution containing 5-nm gold nanoparticles
(Sigma-Aldrich) added at a 10% concentration of the final solution.
Grids were then plunge frozen in liquid ethane, using a Vitrobot
(Mark IV; Thermo Fisher Scientific Co.). For negative controls,
we applied an antibody specific for measles H to the grids and
did not observe viral particles on these grids.

Cryo-ET collection for subtomogram averaging
Vitrified grids were imaged using a TitanHalo 300-kV transmission
electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific Co.) and equipped
with a Gatan K3 direct detector and no energy filter. Images were
captured at a magnification of ×18,000, giving a pixel size of 1.72 Å
at the specimen level. Images were acquired with SerialEM software
(72) with a 3.5- to 5.0-μm defocus and a bidirectional tilt series of 3°
steps starting from −9° to 51° and then −12° to −51°. Each tilt had a
dose of 3.4 e−/Å2, resulting in a total dose of ~100 e−/Å2 for the
tilt series.

Cryo-ET image processing
All micrograph movies were aligned usingWarpEM (38). Tilt series
were aligned with Etomo (73), and then, the aligned parameters
were used to reconstruct the contrast transfer function (CTF)-cor-
rected tomograms in WarpEM. Eleven tomograms for the HN/F
complex and six tomograms for the prefusion F antibody bound
to F were selected for subtomogram averaging.

Cryo-ET image processing for the HN/F complex
The subtomogram averaging process was performed using the
Dynamo software package (74). Subvolumes of the viral particle
surfaces (440) Å3 were extracted from 2× binned tomograms. The
first round of reference free alignment was followed by centering
and recropping to (316) Å3 on a density corresponding to an HN
and F complex. A second round of six iterations with a 360° azimuth
range on these centered particles was performed with an initial ref-
erence of an HN (PDB ID: 4MZA) and F (PDB ID: 6MJZ) model
prefiltered to 30 Å and a cylindrical mask including the membrane.
Iterations in rounds 2 to 5 had an initial reference that was low-
pass–filtered to 30 Å and came from the previous rounds average.
Subvolumes in rounds 3 to 5 (18 iterations) were aligned with de-
creasing of the azimuth range from 120° to 15° in the presence of
cylindrical mask, encompassing only the HN and F density. Over-
lapping particles with less than 60 Å of separation were removed in
the fifth round, and particles with the highest cross correlation were
selected for reextraction of subtomograms binned 1× using Warp
with a box size of (184) Å3. Subvolumes were then subjected to
two more rounds of refinement with azimuth range of 15° and 5°
steps with a tight mask surrounding HN and F and generated with
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the mask creation tool in Relion (75). Subvolumes were subjected to
one round of focused refinement with either an HN- or F-focused
mask generated in Relion (75), resulting in a calculated resolution of
10.2 Å at 0.143-Å cutoff value. Resolution for the resulting maps
was estimated by FSC with a 0.143-Å cutoff value using three-di-
mensional FSC (3DFSC) (76). Resolutions were estimated to be
8.5 Å for HN and 9.3 Å for F, and these subtomogram averages
were combined for the final map using Chimera (77). For the HN
overview subtomogram averaging, subvolumes of the viral particle
surfaces (550) Å3 were extracted using the final HN/F complex co-
ordinates from 2× binned tomograms. A round of 12 iterations with
a 45° azimuth range on these centered particles was performed with
an initial reference that was low-pass–filtered to 30 Å and came
from the previous rounds average. Subvolumes were aligned with
in the presence of cylindrical mask, encompassing only the HN
canopy density. These subvolumes were then subjected to classifi-
cation using the Dynamo software package through principal com-
ponents analysis.

Cryo-ET image processing for the prefusion F Fab bound
to F
The subtomogram averaging process was performed using the
Dynamo software package (74). Subvolumes of the viral particle
surfaces (330) Å3 were extracted from 2× binned tomograms. The
first round of reference free alignment was followed by a second
round of centering all particles to a 30-Å low-pass F (PDB ID:
6MJZ) complex with a resolution limit of 30 Å imposed in each it-
eration. A cylindrical mask including the membrane was imposed
along with a 360° azimuth range. Subvolume alignment in rounds 3
to 5 was implemented with successive decrease of the azimuth range
from 120° to 15° in the presence of cylindrical mask, encompassing
the prefusion F bound to Fab fragment. Overlapping particles with
less than 60 Å of separation were removed in the fifth round, and
particles with the highest cross correlation were selected. Subvo-
lumes were then subjected to two more rounds of refinement
with azimuth range of 15° and 5° steps with a tight mask surround-
ing HN and F generated with the mask creation tool in Relion (75).
The final volume obtained had a resolution of 16.51 Å for the
complex at the 0.143-Å cutoff value.

Model fitting and image analysis
All cryo-EM movie images were visualized using ImageJ, IMOD
(78), ChimeraX (79), and Chimera (77). FSCs performed by
3DFSC (76), Mtriage (80), and ResMap (81) were used to validate
the final resolution. The number of particles included in the analysis
and the strategy used are summarized in fig. S2. Model fitting and
model-to-map cross-correlation fit was performed in Chimera (77)
and ChimeraX (79) using the protomers from the crystal structure
of HN (PDB ID: 4MZA) and cryo-EM structure of F solved with
prefusion F Fab antibody fragment (PDB ID: 6MJZ). The axis of
rotations for both NDV (PDB IDs: 1E8V and 1E8U) and HPIV3
(PDB ID: 4MZA; cryo-ET model) were calculated and visualized
in PyMOL (Schrödinger LLC). Buried surface area in HN dimer in-
terface was calculated in Chimera.

AlphaFold2 model fitting and image analysis
Using ColabFold, a straightforward input complex prediction soft-
ware for AlphaFold2 (https://colab.research.google.com/github/
sokrypton/ColabFold/blob/main/AlphaFold2.ipynb) (39, 40), the

full-length HN sequence was input as a dimer with an output of
five structural model PDBs. These PDBs were visualized in Chimer-
aX (79). For the stalk region of F, ColabFold was used, and the top
scoring trimer was merged with the soluble prefusion F structure
using Chimera (77).

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed where appropriate using Graph-
Pad Prism 9 and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results are
means ± SEM unless otherwise stated. P values less than 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.

Glycoprotein cross-linking
Monolayers of human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells tran-
siently expressing HPIV3 F and either HPIV3 HN or empty
vector were treated with 2 mM zanamivir in complete medium to
prevent cell-cell fusion during overnight incubation at 37°C. After
16 hours, cells were brought to 4°C, incubated for 30 min, with or
without DTSSP 1 mM, and then treated with varying concentra-
tions (10, 5, 1, 0.2, 0.04, 0.008, and 0.0016 μg/ml) of PIA174 prefu-
sion F Fab that had been labeled with a Biotium Mix-n-
Stain cyanine-based fluorescent (CF) dye antibody labeling kit.
After incubation with labeled PIA174 prefusion F Fab for 1 hour
on ice, cells were washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA),
treated with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; 1 μg/ml), and
imaged on an IN Cell Analyzer 2000 fluorescein isothiocyanate
channel. Analysis was performed on a CellProfiler by quantifying
the number of green cells divided by the number of DAPI-positive
cells. All results were normalized to the value of F alone at the
highest concentration.

F stability assay
To detect the prefusion conformation of F, monolayers of 293T cells
transiently expressing HPIV3 F in a 96-well plate were equilibrated
at 4°C for 15 min and then subjected to 55°C for 5, 15, 30, or 60 min
in the absence or presence of PIA174 F Fab (1 μg/ml). For cells not
treated with PIA174, the Fab was added after cells were placed on
ice. For staining, anti-human H+L (0.5 μg/ml) conjugated with
DyLight 594 (Abcam) and DAPI (1 μg/ml; Fisher Scientific Co.)
was added. After imaging on Cytation 5 (BioTek), percent positive
cells were calculated by automated counting of Fab-positive cells/
DAPI-positive cells. Percent positive (prefusion F) was normalized
to the value of F alone incubated with Fab at 4°C. To detect the post-
fusion conformation of F, monolayers of 293T cells transiently ex-
pressing HPIV3 F protein in a 96-well plate were equilibrated at 4°C
and then subjected to 55°C for 30 min in the absence or presence of
prefusion PIA174 F antibody (1 μg/ml). Postfusion F was detected
with anti-postfusion F antibody [8.5 μg/ml; PA3/F4 (46); purified
by Rockland Immunochemicals Inc.] followed by anti-mouse im-
munoglobulin G (2 μg/ml) conjugated with Alexa Fluor Plus 488
(Invitrogen) mixed with DAPI (1 μg/ml; Fisher Scientific Co.).
Fluorescence intensity was determined by imaging on Cytation 5
(BioTek). Total GFP fluorescence intensity was normalized to the
value of the no treatment group incubated at 55°C for 30 min.

Viral evolution experiments
Vero cells (ATCC) in a 96-well plate were infected with 200 plaque-
forming units (PFUs) per well of HPIV3 expressingmCherry [mod-
ified from (82), a gift from U. Buchholz and P. Collins, National
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Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases] in Opti-MEM (Gibco,
31985070) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin. After 2
hours, the infection medium was replaced with decreasing concen-
trations of PIA174 antibody (10 μg/ml; 1:2 dilutions down to 0.04
μg/ml). Because significant viral spread was observed in all wells
after 2 days, this virus was passaged onto new cells with four
times higher concentration of antibody (40 μg/ml; 1:2 dilutions to
0.16 μg/ml). Infection was monitored, and antibody was replaced
every 2 days. Virus was collected and frozen at −80°C on days 1,
3, 4, 6, and 7 after infection. After day 7, putative escape mutants
(observed exponential growth in wells at the highest concentration
of antibody) were propagated in Vero cells in the presence of selec-
tive concentration of antibody (4 μg/ml) in a T-25 flask. These
viruses, and control viruses that were passaged alongside mutant
viruses without antibody, were sequenced.

Sequencing library analysis
Shotgun RNA sequencing metagenomic reads (71) were adapter-
and Q20 quality–trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.39 (83). Variants
for all samples were called using the reference-based options in
LAVA (https://github.com/greninger-lab/lava). Briefly, shotgun
RNA sequencing reads for the viral genome from the virus that
escaped during the viral evolution experiment were aligned to the
reference sequence for the HPIV3 expressing mCherry (GenBank
accession no. OP821798) using bwa-mem v0.7.17-r1188 (https://
arxiv.org/abs/1303.3997), and variant allele frequencies were ex-
tracted using bcftools v1.9 (84) and annotated via VarScan v2.3
(85). Sequencing reads are available in NCBI BioProject
PRJNA901026.

Plaque reduction assay
Vero cells (ATCC) in a 96-well plate were infected with 500 PFUs
per well of parental or escape variant virus in the presence of a range
of concentrations of PIA174 Fab (200 μg/ml; 1:2 dilution to ~0.2 μg/
ml) and incubated for 2 hours at 37°C. Then, the antibody was
removed, and the cells overlaid with 0.5% carboxymethyl cellulose.
After 18 hours, cells were imaged on a Cytation 5 imager, and fluo-
rescently labeled cells were counted. Inhibition of entry was quan-
tified by comparing the number of infected cells at different
concentrations of antibody to the number of infected cells in the
absence of antibody for each virus.

Antibody binding
HEK-293T cells were transiently transfected with HPIV3 F or
HPIV3 F bearing A194T and incubated for 18 hours at 37°C. The
cells were then washed, treated with PIA174 antibody (1 μg/ml) for
1 hour at 4°C, washed again, treated with secondary anti-human
conjugated with DyLight 594 (0.5 μg/ml) for 30 min at 4°C, fixed
with 4% PFA, and treated with DAPI (2 μg/ml). Cells were then
imaged on a Cytation 5 imager, and the total intensity per well
was measured.

β-Gal complementation-based fusion assay to assess
antibody inhibition
We previously adapted a fusion assay based on α complementation
of β-galactosidase (β-Gal) (11). In this assay, receptor-bearing cells
expressing the omega peptide of β-Gal are mixed with cells coex-
pressing envelope glycoproteins and the α peptide of β-Gal, and
cell fusion leads to complementation. Fusion is stopped by lysing

the cells. Substrate was added (Galacton-Star substrate; Applied Bi-
osystems, T1012), and luminescence was read after 1 hour at 500 ms
on a Tecan M1000 Pro. Percent inhibition was quantified by com-
paring relative luminescence units (RLUs) at different concentra-
tions of antibody to RLUs in the absence of antibody 100 × [1 −
(luminescence at X background)/(luminescence in the absence of
inhibitor − background)].

Measurement of F-activation and fusion between RBCs and
envelope glycoprotein-expressing cells
Monolayers of 293T cells transiently expressing viral glycoproteins
(treated overnight with 25 mU per well neuraminidase) were
washed and incubated with 1% RBC suspensions (pH 7.5) for 30
min at 4°C. After the samples were rinsed to remove unbound
RBCs, they were placed at 37°C for the indicated time with or
without 2 mM zanamivir (pH 8.0). The plates were then rocked,
and the liquid phase was collected in V-bottom tubes for measure-
ment of released RBCs. The cells were then incubated at 4°C with
200 μl of RBC lysis solution (ammonium-chloride-potassium lysis
buffer; Thermo Fisher Scientific, A1049201), where the lysis of
unfused RBCs removes RBCs that have not fused with cells coex-
pressing envelope glycoproteins. The liquid phase was collected in
V-bottom 96-well plates for measurement of bound RBCs. The cells
were then lysed in 200 μl of dodecyl maltoside HEPES (DH) buffer
[5 mM Hepes, 10 mM NaCl, and dodecyl maltoside (0.5 mg/ml)]
1:10 in PBS and transferred to flat-bottom 96-well plates for quan-
tification of fused RBCs. The amount of RBCs in each of the above
three compartments was determined by measuring the absorption
at 405 nm.
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